




















VERBAL PHRASES IN LHASA TIBETAN—II
By E. K. SPKIGG
PART I concluded with the suggestion that certain general-phoneticfeatures, those of rounding and spreading, and those of vowel closure,
might profitably be given a prosodic statement for the word as a whole, as :—
I. a 3-term system : y/w/a
II. a 2-term system : o/c
A given word might thus be assigned to a prosodic category, to the ' y ' ,
the ' w ', or the ' a ' term, and treated as a ' y word ', ' w word ', or ' neutral
word ' (yW, wW, aW). Similarly a given word might be assigned to either term
of the closure system, and treated as a ' close word ' or as an ' open word'
(cW, oW). Theoretically it is a matter of indifference which of the two systems
should be stated first. Since, however, they cannot be stated simultaneously in
practice, the method of statement adopted here gives priority to the w/y/a
system ; the exponents of ' w ', ' y ', and ' a ' are stated in turn. The o/c
system is considered within the framework of these three categories, the
exponents of o/c being given for wW, yW, and aW in turn, immediately after
the exponents of ' w ', ' y ', and ' a ' respectively. The balance of the material
is therefore stated under the following headings :—
wW : I. EXPONENTS OF ' w ' *; II. PROSODIC AND PHONEMATIC SYSTEMS
vW • T ' v ' • TI
aW • T ' a ' • TT
MEDIAL AND FINAL SYLLABLES : „ „ „
PROSODIC SYSTEM OF THE SYLLABLE FINAL AND ASPECT
wW : EXPONENTS OF ' w ' : PROSODIC AND PHONEMATIC SYSTEMS
I. EXPONENTS OF ' w '
Exponents of ' w ' may be stated for initial, medial, and final syllables as
follows :—
A. Initial Syllable (CVC)2
(1) -V- is characterized by lip-rounding, e.g. :—
1 1 am indebted to one of my colleagues for pointing out to me that my use of the term
' exponent ' in this article is not always consistent with accepted phonological usage. The
regular use is exemplified in the stating of the phonematic units, and the irregular in the stating
of the prosodic systems. In these latter what are in this article termed ' exponents ' are not in
fact the sum total of statable exponents but only such of them as are phonetically differentiated
in the context in question. The exponents of a given term are not therefore stated in those
contexts in which they are phonetically identical with those of other terms in the system.
2
 The syllable-structure of the trisyllabic verbal phrase (Verb + Particle 1 + Particle 2) may be
stated as :—
Initial syllable (verb) : CVC
Medial „ (Particle 1) : CtVi
Final „ ( „ 2): C2V2
This statement differs in one respect from that of Part I ; it has been found preferable to treat
the structure of the final syllable as C2V2 and not C2V2C2.
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(q-qj-u4iV|) phyrgyji:' ( g « r j i W | ) xkhob9ie (qj-q-^yp x
th0:b9je ( W q - ^ y p tagyji: C ^ T T ^ ' P loibaae J ^
(2) C- may be characterized by lip-rounding, e.g.:—
>phy:gydu: (S^'T^TP Smmaje






There are, however, examples of wW in which C- is characterized by
lip-spreading, as in the following:—
^ Muggydu:
*<eu:gydu:
This lip-spreading feature is accounted for at § A 2 a below (Prosodic system
of the syllable-initial).
Where velarity is an exponent of C-, the lip-rounding is sufficiently prominent
to suggest a consonant cluster, velar plosive/nasal + labio-velar semi-vowel,
e.g. :—
>kwy:b9Je (tfj^'T^YI) i
Snwugydui (R'T".^'!) *>i)wy:b9je: (RN'tj'i,^1!) Sqwombaje
1
 In ' close words ' (cW) the vowel of the final syllable (-V2) may be characterized by short,
medium, or long duration. These three degrees of duration have been stated in Part I for
the sentence (S) as exponents of two-term prosodic systems of intonation, hence termed
' intonation one ' (IS) and ' intonation two ' (2S) :—
(a) Sentence of one word : IS.: medium duration of vowel
2S : long duration of vowel.
(6) Sentence of more than one word : IS : medium duration of vowel.
2S : short duration of vowel.
Since it is assumed that both of these intonation systems are valid for all the cW examples given
below, strictly speaking the three degrees of duration should be symbolized for every example.
In practice except where all three degrees are explicitly symbolized in the stating of the vowel
(-V2) of the final syllable, all cW examples have been symbolized for convenience as with (I), with
the implication that all three degrees are possible in the appropriate prosodic context.
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The following types of articulation are exponents of' w ':—
(a) Glottal plosive ; (b) Labio-velar semi-vowel, e.g.:—
(a) ^Kgydu: ( ^ T ' ^ T I ) 'oigydu:
(6) Vyggydu: ( ^ T B ' ^ T P Vyigydu:
(3) -C is characterized by lip-rounding in cW, but not in oW, e.g.:
mumgydu: ( ^W'B '^TP *jn>ggydu: ( " J R ' T ^ T P *jro>bgydu: O^'B
B. Medial Syllable (CJVJ)
In cW both C2 and Vt are characterized by lip-rounding, e.g.:
*diu>gwydu: ( ^ S T T ^ T P xwyij>gwydu:(a3iI3'^^I|) *jiub«wydu:
and in oW neither ; no exponent of ' w ' may be stated for the medial syllable
in oW, e.g.:—
'^VP tshogsue ^
C. Final Syllable (C2V2)
C2- is characterized by lip-rounding in cW, e.g.:—•
jJ thui|gyq0: (^^q'T^'P lo:ygq0:
^YP lo:gy>je:
In some words exponents of' w ' may be stated for all three syllables :
in others they are limited to the first syllable :—
' ^ ' P >kwy:b9je
II. PEOSODIC AND PHONEMATIC SYSTEMS
For wW prosodic and phonematic systems are stated as follows:—
A. Prosodic Systems :—
(1) Word: c/o
(2) (a) Syllable Initial (I): (i) r/nr, (ii) y/w (Initial SyU.)
(6) „ Final (F): y/w ( „ „ )
B. Phonematic Systems :—
(1) -V- ( „ „ )
(2) Ca-/Cp-/Cy ( „ „ )
(3) -Ca/-Cb ( „ „ )
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(1) WORD : c/o
Exponents of c/o may be stated for the initial and medial syllables (CVC,
CJVJ). They comprise :—
(a) Medial Syllable
(i) Vx.
c : a close degree of aperture.
o : a degree of aperture that is either open (front) or half-close (central),
e.g. :—












(b) Initial Syllable (CVC)
(i) -V- : -
The exponents of c/o that may be stated for the two terms of the V system
(O/U) are as follows, in relation to the terms of the -C systems (§§A2a,
B 2 b):—
(a) - U - : -
C short duration long duration 2 ;















 The symbols ' fS ' and ' sS ' refer to a two-term prosodic system of ' rate of utterance'
stated in Part I for the sentence (S), hence ' fast sentence' (fS) and ' slow sentence ' (sS).
Examples have been designated fS or sS according as their phonetic form is appropriate to the
' fast' sentence or the ' slow '. Any general-phonetic example not thus designated is considered
to be valid for either. By means of this prosodic statement in terms of ' rate of utterance ' it has
been possible to make a single statement of syllable structure for two or more diverse phonetic
forms, e.g. ^cagbaje/^Gaibaje/^Gaigaje.
2
 It has not been found necessary to state this general-phonetic difference of duration in
terms of a prosodic system of quantity. It suffices to state both the two degrees of duration and
correlated features of aperture, as exponents of the c/o prosodic system of the word.


























From the above examples it will be seen that whether exponents of c/o may
be given for -U- is related to ' rate of utterance ' (Part I f/s). No exponents of
c/o may be given where the -C term is T/M/N/D.
(j8) - 0 - : -
' o '
f short duration








(sS) between half-open and open between close and half-close
aperture (D)
f short duration










between half-open and open between close and half-close









































































As is clear from the above examples the exponents of' o ' are by no means
identical; one must take into account other prosodic (syllable final, y/w,
§ A 2 a) and phonematic (-C, § B 2 b) systems.
(ii) - C : -
For -C the following exponents may be stated ; they refer to some only of


































( f S ) loigajl
(sS)
( f S ) Moigaie
(SS) *iDgbaj(





























(c) Final Syllable (C2F2)
In fS, but not in sS (see Part I, ' rate of utterance ' system), exponents of
c/o that characterize C2- are :—
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c: plosion, e.g. *jaijgydu:
o : nasality + plosion, e.g. xjonandu ^
It is of interest that, although phonetically distinct from -U- in oW, the
vowel -0- is not necessarily phonetically distinguished from -U- in cW. Where
-C symbolizes one of the three terms -Lw, -K, -P, the exponents of -U-
and -0- are different; where -C symbolizes one of the remaining terms
(-T/-Ly/-M/-D/-N), then the two vowels are phonetically identical, e.g.:—
(cW)
-Lw -K -P
-U-: kuigydu: ( ^ V J ^ T I ) lu-gydu: (gTT**jT|) thu:gydu:
-0- : korgydu: (Sj-vB'^TP l£:gydu: ( f l T T ^ T P tho:gydu: (
but c.f.
-D -Tw -M
-U-: thuggydu: ( ^ T ' V j T I ) Vgydu: CR'T^TD kumgydu: (Sjs
-0- : thuggydu: (Wiq 'T^TI) gngydu: ( ^ ' T ^ i i ' i ) kumgydu: (^N
A number of instances were, however, recorded of initial syllables in
-B/-Tw/-M, etc., in which an attempt was made to keep -U- and -0- phonetically
distinct in cW also, with the result that both thyijgydu: and th0i)gydu:
' ky:gydu: and k0:gydu: (Q^jW^"^^'!) were heard. The dis-
tinction was not made consistently, and is attributed to the influence of the
spelling.
(2) PEOSODIC SYSTEMS OF ' SYLLABLE INITIAL ' (I) AND ' SYLLABLE
FINAL' (F)
(a) ' Syllable Initial' (I)
Two prosodic systems are recognized for I. They are :—
(i) ' r '/ ' non-r' (r/nr), hence ' r initial' and ' non-r initial' (rl/nrl).
(ii) y/w, hence ' y initial' and ' w initial' (yl/wl).
The exponents of these two systems may characterize both C- and -V-,
i.e. CV(C).
(i) p/«r.
The exponents of' r ' comprise :—
C-: fricative (J) release.
The exponents of' nr ' comprise :—
(a) C-: A release other than that of alveolar friction (i), e.g. alveolar
friction (s), alveolar lateral, plosion, etc.;
lip-spreading (yl syllables only, see § ii below).
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(/?) -V-: In yl syllables (§ ii below), a degree of frontness and closeness
greater than that appropriate to ' r ', e.g. :—
r: Miuigydu: (=J|=JT*5T|) t|^baji ( " .gY^I ' l ) tJijibwe
nr: Muj+gydu: ( ^ I ^ ' B ^ T D lfyi1)We CM-^'^YI) ^ehui+baie
(yl)
(ii) y/w.
For the stating of nrl a two-term (y/w) system is required. The phonetic
exponents of y/w comprise :—
(a) - V - : -
y : A greater degree of frontness and closeness than is appropriate to
w in otherwise the same prosodic context.
w : A greater degree of backness and openness than is appropriate to
y in otherwise the same prosodic context, e.g. :—
y: vju> ^ ^ ^
w: xgy:gydu: ( S T T ^ T P l^ t e j l C^1"1^1^"!) Pho-baje
OS) C - : -
y : Lip-spreading (a minor degree of lip-rounding is, however, a feature
of alveolar-lateral, and alveolar-affricate (ts) articulations) ;
articulations as below,
w: lip-rounding;
articulations as follows; these articulations are related to the
C- systems (§ B 2 a).
V w
P-: Alveolar (occlusion) + fricative Labial (occlusion) + plosive re-
release lease
I Alveolar (occlusion) -f- fricative ") .
,
 irr, r. \ I Dental (occlusion) + plosive re-
release (Tone One) \ v > * rI leaseAlveolar friction (z) (Tone Two) J
K-: Palatal (plosion) Velar (plosion)
f Glottal plosive (Tone One)
Q-: Palatal semivowel •! Labio-velar semivowel (Tone
[ Two)
L-: (Alveolar) lateral (Alveolar) friction (i)
S-: Alveolo-palatal (friction) Alveolar (friction) (s)
fDental "|
N-: Palatal (nasality) Velar [ (nasality)
Labial J
(for the difference in exponent of yT- and wQ- as between Tones 1 and 2 see
Part I) e.g. :—



















N - : cnai|gydu: (^R'I1lf^5q|1|) J x>no^ydu:
Smmgydu:
(6) Syllable Final (F)
A two-term prosodic system is recognized for F , i.e. y /w, hence ' y final'




w : Backness, e.g.1:—
y : kyigydu: C mr***3*r*-z5sf "I) . th0:baje
phyiaji (3R'1£3'ulJ3i'|) kh0iaie
w : taugyji: (r^@V3'u^3i1|) *sobaje
xju^yiei (S^'3'^VI) . *no:gydu:
b:baie
The phonetic exponents frontness (yF) and backness (wF) are valid for the
1
 A phonemic account of the phonetic feature, frontness and backness of vowel, treated here
in terms of the prosodic system of the syllable final y/w appears in ' The Phonemes of Tibetan
(U-Tsang Dialect) with a Practical Romanized Orthography for Tibetan-speaking Readers'
(Rev. P. M. Miller, Journal of the Asiatic Society, Letters, vol. xvii, 1951, no. 3, pp. 191-216).
This account of a Tibetan dialect similar to LT (the Rev. Mr. Miller's informant was from
Shigatse) deals with this phonetic problem by assigning the frontness feature to three of the
27 contoids : ' . . . the dental phonemes, 1 and n, occurring in syllable-final position modify the
preceding vowel in the same manner. . . . 1 may be voiced or ' zero ' leaving the modified vowel
of often increased length as the only evidence of its existence' (p. 198); ' t'—a voiceless aspirated
stop formed also at the dental point of articulation by the tip of the tongue [t'].. .. This phoneme
in syllable-final position occurs only as a modification of the preceding vowel plus (in sentence
final and often phrase final position) a glottal closure ' (p. 193).
There is much in this article that is novel and of interest both in the Tibetan material and in
the type of phonemic statement, but the treatment of the feature in question seems unnecessarily
tortuous.
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initial syllable (CVC) irrespective of -C term. Where, however, the -C term is
-T (§ B 2 b), there are in addition the exponents :—
(-T) y : long duration ; w : short duration,1 e.g.:—
^ V P Uabaie ^w: Vragyji: (fl'^'u'3i1|)









(sS) lugbaje (3™ ^
(fS) thuijaji













' ^ " P
 S0~b9Je
B. Phonematic Systems : Initial Syllable (CVC)
(1) -V-: 2-TERM (U/O)
For the exponents of these two terms one must take into account the prosodic
systems stated above :—
(a) f/s (sentence): Part I
(6) c/o(word): A l
(c) r/nr ]
 ( s y U a M e initial): A 2 a
(d) y/wj
(e) j/w (syllable final): A 2 b
and the phonematic systems stated below (-C, B 2 b), e.g.:—
V
cW/rI/yF/(-T/-L): 1
)) J) )J "-^ • J
„ „ wP/(-T/-M/-D):
„ „ ,, (-L/-K):
„ „ „ -P/fS:





o Miobgydu: c » )
1
 In § 1 B i above long and short duration of vowel were stated not in terms of a prosodic
system of quantity but as exponents of c/o. Similarly here it has not been found necessary to
state this duration feature in terms of quantity, or, for that matter, of the c/o prosodic system















































































JJ JJ SO .
[/yl/yF/T:
„ „ /-L/fS:




y? JJ JJ JJ /SO .
wI/yF/-T :
„ „ -L/fS
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oW/rI/yF/-T: none recorded
„ „ „ -L/tS: 0
„ „ „ -N: none recorded
„ „ wF/(-T/-P/-M/-D): " »drobwe
„ „ „ (-L/-K)/fS: o: taoibaae
„ ., „ » ,. sS: D tpgbaie
„ 0l/yI/yF/-T: 0i tehftbaie
„ „ „ „ -L/fS: 0
)j J) j? >J »> ^ * ^ *
„ „ „ „ -N: 0
„ „ „ wF/(-T/-P/-M/-D): D cobaae
„ „ „ „ (-L/-K)/fS: D
„ „ wI/yF/-T: 0: th^bajl
„ „ „ „ -L/fS: 0: UnjI
» „ „ » »
 S S : ?: k|-bajl
„ „ „ „ -N: 0 vkh0mbaji
„ „ „ wF/(-T/-P/-M/-D): r> thDqaji/thDqbaji
„ „ „ „ (L/-K)/fS: o: pho:bgje phoigaje
„ „ „ „ „ sS: D phDgbaae
cW/rI/yF/(-T/-L): y: tjjjgydu:
„ „ ,, -N: none recorded
„ „ wF/(-T/-M/-D): o Miogyji:
„ „ „ (-L/-K/-P): none recorded
„ 0l/yI/yF/(-T/-L): y: tBhy^VJe:
„ „ „ „ -N: y lByr)gyji:
„ „ „ wF/(-T/-M/-D): o
„ „ „ „ (-L/-K/-P): o:
„ „ wI/yF/(-T/-L): y. thyjgydu
„ ., „ „ -N: y thyqgyji:
„ „ „ wF/(-T/-M/-D): o soggyae:
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(2) C SYSTEMS
(a) C- Systems
C- systems comprise :—
(i) Ca-
The Ca- system is that which is appropriate to words for which the following
h / n h ]
prosodic systems have to be taken into account:
 / n j-r/nrC-
(a) r : -
Where ' r ' is the prosody of the syllable initial (r l ; § A 2 a), there is only
one term that may be stated for Ca-. The Ca- term is characterized by an
alveolar-affricate (ti) articulation, e.g. :—
1W: hrCa-: tiu:baie (r^ig^-tri^-p . taugyji:
nhrCa-: tra:b9je (^JOT^'^VP tiyigydu:
2W: vrCa-: xdiugydu: (^SI 'T^STP VLrabaie
nvrCa-: vtaoijaie
(ft "r =-
Where, however,' non-r ' (nr) may be stated for the syllable initial, and y/w
for the syllable initial also, i.e. :—
a 3-term system may be set up :—•
(P-/T-/K-) i
1
 In addition to being the initial-consonant system that takes into account the prosodie
systems of the word h/nh, v/nv, the Ca- system comprises C- terms that have as their common
exponent occlusion (vyT- has friction as its exponent in interverbal junction and occlusion
4- fricative release (dz) in intraverbal junction ; there are no examples of vyT- in intraverbal
junction in the trisyllabic verbal phrase). The deciding factor for the grouping of the
co-articulations of this occlusion adopted here, a grouping that results in the Ca- system stated
above, is the part played by the articulator. It is the dorsal area of the tongue that is concerned
in the velar and palatal plosion stated as exponents of K-; the apical area is concerned in the
alveolar affrication and dental plosion of T- ; it is, of course, impossible to establish palato-
graphically whether the labial-plosion exponent of P- shares with its other exponent palato-
alveolar affrication an articulation with tongue-tip down behind the lower teeth. If, however, it
is legitimate to cite evidence from other Tibetan dialects then the fact that *pja has been
recorded in Sikkimese for LT Hjjha wanvyPVT (CJ1) is relevant, cf. also for LT \3igge:
Msiga HphigiJB (qt;iq|*' '»iNi'i|*gY31"JY|) ("vyPETw), Sikkimese \jiggi Mo: *p
on the assumption that H(ShigiJ0 and xpjs:dojl are comparable. The alveolar affricate
t l / t l /d l is not assigned to P-, T-, or K-, but, as rCa-, stands in the same relation to each of them,
P T K.
Ca-
It is possible that in some dialects a three-term prosodic system would need to be set up, for the
syllable initial, i.e. r/y/w to account for the forms given in Jaeschke (Tibetan-English Dictionary,
Xiondon, 1934), pp. xviii, xix, ' K'rug, gri, 'pru-gu ', etc. This would then give r/y/w P-/T-/K.-.
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T/lW(h)/yI:
„ » » w l :
,. »(nWyi:


























„ „ „ wl:
„ „ „ w l : P : Pr-gydu:
,,2W(v)/yI: »<jz.: *|^ojaje
„ „ „ w l : b : vbumgydn:
» » (nv)/yl : tBh
„ „ „ w l : ph:
K/lW(h)/yI : ch : chy^ydu:
„ „ „ w l : kh : khyigydu:
„ „ (nh)/yl: c : cobwe
w l : k : kyigyie:
„ „ „
„ 2W(v)/yI: %juaaie
„ ., w l : g : *giugydu: (S
» (Dv)/yl •" n o n e recorded











Where the y/w system may be stated for the syllable initial (§ A 2 a above)
but not the prosodic systems h/nh and v/nv, i.e. y/wC-, the C- system (C/?-)































„ „ w l : j
S/ lW/yl : 0




Where C- is characterized by nasality a separate system is required;
nasality may characterize C- in both 1W and 2W, but the prosodic systems
h/nh and v/nv are not applicable. Nor is the y/w prosodic system of the syllable
initial. In wL syllables (§ A 2 a) a three-term system (Cy-) is recognized:
M-/N-/D-; in yl syllables a single term (N-) may be stated, e.g.:—
M/1W: m: muibaje
„ 2W: m:
N/1W : n: numbaje
wl < ~
„ 2W: n:
D/1W : rj: rjugydui
„ 2W: g: vrjy:b9ie (^ '^ '-SYP ijombaie
fN/ lW 1 : ji: nuggydu:
2W: n:i
(b) Final-consonant Systems (-C)
Like the initial-consonant systems the final-consonant systems must be
stated with reference to a prosodic system, that of the syllable final, i.e. :—
(i) yF/wF : T, L. (2) (-C.)
(ii) wF : P, K, M, D. (4) (-CD)
The exponents of the -Ca system are :—
c o
-T : Absence of consonant articulation Absence of consonant articulation
j J 5> J> >> \°^/
~
L>:
 " " " 1 Alveolar friction (i) (fS)
The exponents of the -Cb system are :—
c o
IAbsence of consonant articula-"jtion (fS) [ Absence of consonant articulation
Labial stop (sS) J
1
 The N of yl here is not, of course, to be identified with the N of the three-term system
M/N/D of wl ; it stands in the same relation to all three terms, as rCa stands in relation to
P/T/K.
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Absence of consonant!
-K: Absence of consonant articulation
-M: Labial nasal








Where nasality characterizes -C in a yF syllable (-N, as opposed to -M/-D)
its exponents are :—
c o
-N : velar nasality labial nasality
In the examples below the phonological structure of the initial syllable,


















t h £ ^ d u . ( f g ) ( ^
thnbgydn: (sS)
^










































From these examples it will be seen that although the exponents of two -C
terms may be identical in one prosodic context, e.g. -Ty and -Ly in cW
(thyigydu:, khy:gydu:) (SN'^'rx^qj'i) (">[l"»if3'f».^ ''i|'|), there is at least one
prosodic context in which they are not, e.g. in oW (fS), thoibaae, kh0jaje 5
The phonematic systems of the CjV!, and C2V2 syllables, which, unlike those
of the CVC syllable, are independent of the prosodic systems of the word (wW,
yW, aW, cW, oW), are stated after the prosodic and phonematic systems of
wW, yW, and aW ; they are common to all three of them.
yW : EXPONENTS OF ' y ' ; PROSODIC AND PHONEMATIC SYSTEMS
I. EXPONENTS OF ' y '
Exponents of ' y ' may be stated for initial, medial, and final syllables as
follows:—
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A. Initial Syllable (CVC)
(1) -V- is characterized by lip-spreading,1 e.g.:—
Maubaii (g«rsr5|3i-|) vsimgidu:
leibaae
 ( ^ q N . C J . ^ . | ) Jehsbaje
(2) C- is characterized by lip-spreading, e.g.:—
fyhigiji: (|-qj-ujiv|) tfggljtf (^N-yuJvp ^tsbiibaie
Vdirgidu: ^
(3) -C is characterized by lip-spreading in cW, e.g.:—
*sicmgidu: ( ^ ' S ' ^ T P *ji<bgidu: ("J^ 'y^^^ ' l )
but not in oW.
B. Medial Syllable (C^)
In cW both Cx and Va are characterized by Up-spreading, e.g. :—
C. Final Syllable (C2V2)
None, but see aW, I C below for exponents of ' non-w '.
In yW exponents of' y ' may be stated for two of the three syllables, e.g.:
J ^ ' D <tsi<gije: ( l ^ ' ^ '
or for only one, e.g.:—•
«pi:baj0 (i^'ej-uj^'i) c^ebimbaji (3^'t4'ui^'|) ceanbandn
Exponents of both ' y ' and ' a ', but not ' w ', i.e. ' non-w ', may be stated for
the final syllable also (see aW : Exponents of ' a ' ; Prosodic and Phonematic
Systems, IC).
II. PROSODIC AND PHONEMATIC SYSTEMS
For yW prosodic and phonematic systems are stated as follows :—
A. Prosodic Systems
(l)Word: c/o
(2) (a) Syllable Initial (I): (i) r /nr ; (ii)y/w (Initial Syllable)
(6) „ Final (F): y/w ( „ „ )
1
 Lip-spreading characterizes -V- in yaW in certain contexts, and is perhaps better stated as
an exponent of non w/sW, cf. aW § I, below.
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4
B. Phonematic Systems
(1) -V- (Initial Syllable)
(2) Ca-/OjB-/Cy- ( „ „ )
(3)-C ( „ „ )
A. Prosodic Systems
(1) WORD : c/o
Exponents of c/o may be stated for the initial and medial syllables (CVC,
C^Yi). They comprise :—
(a) Medial Syllable
(i) Vx:
c : a close degree of aperture
o : a degree of aperture that is either open (front) or half-close
(central), e.g.:—
c : \siiguei (^I^N'j j 'x^ 'p ciigidu: (ci5JY3'f*5T|) phfcgulu:
o : jiiibaie (§»Yt'f*>Y|) jiiibajii (•5\YtJ'u'YP phuaie
(ii) C r :
c : velarity
o : labiality, e.g. :—
c : Hjfcgij0: (gN'jj'uuyp lsimgidu: (^?W'3'^5^'P t^ehibgue:
o :
(6) Initial Syllable (CVC)
(i) -V-:
The exponents of c/o that may be stated for the two terms of the -V- system,
I /E (§ B 1 below), are degrees of aperture as below ; in stating them one must
take into account the prosodic system of the syllable final, y/w (§ A 2a), and
the -C systems (§ B 2b).
(a) -E-: 'o' ' c '
-Tw : half-open aperture close to half-close aperture + centraliza-
tion (i)
-Ty: half-close „ close aperture, e.g.
-Tw (§§ A 2a, B 2b) te!bwe ( f ' ^ Y P **]&«* (H'^YP
[Hseibaie] (^^N'trx^Yp vBiguei
pheibaje (sjqN'tj'x^^'p phiigidu:
_Ty leibaje (nIqN'eJ1Je»YP lugiie:
ceibaie (q^'cj -x^-p ciigidu:
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No exponents can be given for c/o where the -V- term is the other term of
the system, -I-.
(jS) In yW a vowel system (I/E) may be stated only for syllables in -T;
where the -C term is not -T, exponents of c/o may be given for -V- only when
the -C term is -L or -N, e.g.
-V-. ' o' ' c'
f close to half-close aperture close aperture (i)+ centralization (i)• i
[shortness


















Exponents of c/o may not be stated for -V- where the -C term is -L in sS.
(ii) -C
For -C the following exponents may be stated, with reference to the -C



































(c) Final Syllable (C2V2)
In fS, but not sS (Part I ; two-term ' rate of utterance ' system, f/s)
exponents of c/o that characterize C2- are :—
c : plosion, e.g. \sixgidux
o : nasality + plosion, e.g. *sixbandux
Just as, in wW, the two vowel terms O/U are not phonetically distinguished
in all prosodic contexts (wW, A 1), so, in yW, the two vowel terms I /E (§ B 1)
are phonetically identical in cW, e.g.
oW cW
ibaie ("T^'1^'!) pigidux (<fTq!'R'5T|)
-I- *sibaie C?'"-1'^^'!) xsigidn:
-E-
N N N *S N
tsEbaie (II'^'^^'I) tsigtie: (i; iqI '^:
[cexbaje (c'nlR|'IJ'JI^^'|)] cigidux (5J't'I'
Similarly, as in the case of wW, alternative pronunciations of the type
phixgidux/phexgidu: CW^'JJ'rxwi) have been recorded; the alternation is
attributed to an attempt to maintain orthographic distinctions in all prosodic
contexts.
(2) PROSODIC SYSTEMS OF ' SYLLABLE INITIAL ' (I) AND ' SYLLABLE FINAL ' (F)
(a) ' Syllable Initial' (I)
As in the case of wW (wW, § A 2a) two prosodic systems are recognized
for I :—
(i) r / n r :
(ii) y / w :
The exponents of these two systems characterize both C- and -V-, i.e. CV(C).
(i) r / nr
The exponents of' r ' comprise :—
C- : fricative (J) release
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The exponents of ' nr ' comprise :—
(a) C-: A release other than that of alveolar friction (i), e.g. alveolar
friction (s), alveolar lateral, plosion, etc.
(/?) -V-: In yl syllables, a degree of closeness greater than that appropriate
to ' r ', e.g.
r : Hjpgidu: (g^ 'O '^^TP Hjjigidu:
n r : tshirbaje ( a ^ N ' t r i ^ ' p jihgidu
(ii) y /w :
For the stating of n r l a two-term system is required. The phonetic exponents
of y/w comprise :—
(a) C-
Articulations as follows, with reference to the C-systems (§ B 2a):—
y w
P :— Alveolar (occlusion) -j- fricative Labial (occlusion) -f- plosive re-
release lease
f Alveolar (occlusion) -f- fricative
T :— ] release (Tone One)
^Alveolar friction (z) (Tone Two)


































y : a greater degree of closeness than is appropriate to ' w ' in otherwise the
same prosodic context, e.g.
y : jiiibaje ^ ^ | ^
w: vmj:gaae
cezbaie ( q | y t j \ v ; ' | ) tshiigidu:
- ^ - p phjjgidu:
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(b) Syllable Final (F)
A two-term prosodic system (y/w) is recognized for F, as in the case of
F in wW. The exponents of y/w characterize the -V- terms (I/E) (§ B 1):—•
w y
f close to half-close aperture -f- centraliza- close aperture



















B. Phonematic Systems (Initial Syllable)
(1) VOWEL (-V-)
A two-term Vowel system may be stated for syllables in the -C term -T;
where the -C term is other than -T, a single -V- term only may be stated, i.e.
(a) -T two-term system I/E
(6) -L/-P/-K/-M/-D/-N: -V-
(a) For the exponents of I/E one must take into account the following





(iv) y/w (syllable final)
oW/rl/yF :
» .. wF:
„ Tl /y l /yF:
„ „ „ wF:
„ » wI/yF:
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E.
cW/nrI/yI/yF:
„ „ „ wF:
„ „ wI/yF:
„ „ „ wF:
oW/rl/yF:
jj JJ WJ? .
„ npI/yl/yF:
wF •
JJ JJ JJ Wi1 *
„ „ wI/yF:
wF •
J J J J J J T » J - .
cW/rl/yF:
JJ JJ w F :
„ "rl/yl/yF:

















,, ,, ,, wF: i xsigidu: (^'T^STP
For the exponents of -V- the systems that must be taken into account are
(i) f/s (sentence)
(ii) o/c (word)
(iii) r/nr 1;. : . [(syllable initial)(iv) y / w j w ;
and the -C system (§ B 2b).





„ „ „ (-P/-M/-D):








i: tsiigidu: C I ^ '
i iphibgiie: ( iqN-
i Biggij0: (^N'5
i: phiigidu: (3*N '3
„ „ „ (-P/-M/-D): i ^simgidu:
JJ JJ „ „ - N : i thiijgidu:
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oW/rI/(-L/-K)/fS:
JJ JJ JJ JJ ^ ^ *
„ „ (-P/-M/-D):
J? JJ JJ " - ^ *
„ *rI/yI/(-L/-K)/fS :
„ „ „ „ „ sS:
„ „ „ (-P/-M/-D):
J) JJ JJ J) ~-*^ •
„ „ wI/(-L/-K)/fS
J5 JJ J) JJ JJ ^ ^




























C- systems comprise :—
(i) Ca-
The Ca- system is that which is appropriate to words for which the following
prosodic systems have to be taken into account:—
As in wW, where ' r ' is the prosody of the syllable initial (rl, § A 2a) the C-
term is characterized by an alveolar-affricate (U) articulation, e.g.
1W : hrCa-: taubaie
nhrCa-: tieibaie
2W : vrCa-: *dji:gidn:
nvrCa-: xtifcbajl
Where nr may be stated for the syllable initial, and therefore y/w for the
syllable initial also (§ A 2a), it is necessary to distinguish those C- terms which
are not limited to either yl or wl from those which are, i.e. for
a two-term system may be set up C/3-: P-/T- (c.f. wW, § B 2a), e.g.
T/lW(h)/yI: tsh: tshimbaie (rv^siN-Ej-^yp tshembaae
,, „ „ wl : th: thibaie
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T/lW("h)/yI:
 te: tsJiaje tf^.^y teigire: ( >^y , )
„ „ „ wl: t: tiqaie ^ ^




„ „ , ,wl: ph.: phuaje ( S - V ^ Y P pheibaie
„ „ „ w l : p: pfcbaji (tJN'sru^'p piibaie
,,2W(v)/yI: d^: ^
„ „ , , w l : b :
,, ,, ,, w l : none recorded ;
the C- term K- is excluded from this two-term system. K- is confined to y l
in yW (cf. wW, § B 2a), and since, in the case of P- and T-, yP- and yT-
' prehend ' 1 wP- and wT-, requires to be distinguished from them. y/wC- is
valid as a formula for P- and T-, but not for K-, for which
is valid.
K/lW(h): ch: chiggidu: (Sip^'ST^TI) cbxraie
„ „ (nh): c: ceibaie
„ 2(Wv): j : xje:baje
>) >> (nv) : none recorded
Where the y/w system may be stated for the ' syllable initial' (§ A 2a) but
not h/nh, or v/nv, i.e. y/wC-, the C- system (Cy-) comprises the three terms
S-/L-/N-,* e.g.
S / lW/y l : (J: eib&te (^T^'-^YP eiggij0:
„ „ w l : s: sibgidu: ( q J N N '3 ' n '5TP siiaje
,,2W/yI: 0: veigidui (c'^'^'(3'r*'zit'I'P xBe:b8je
„ „ w l : s: lsugaae CI^^^'^J'^YP vsimgidu:
1
 For ' prehend ' see J. R. Firth, The Tongues of Men, pp. 126-7.
2
 In wW labial nasality was stated as an exponent of M-, one of a three-term system (M/N/D);
here in yW it is stated altogether differently, as indeed it must be, where the co-articulations of























The C- term Q- may not be included in this Cy- system (cf. wW); Q- is
confined to yl, e.g.
Q/1W: j : jembaie





(b) ' Final-consonant' Systems (-C)
The ' final-consonant' terms and systems must also be stated with reference
to the F system (§ A 2b) as follows :—
(i) yF/wF:— T.
(ii) :— L, P , K , M, N, L).
The prosodic system of the syllable final is applicable only to the final consonant
T in yW.
The exponents of the -C terms are as follows :—•
(i) -T : Absence of consonant articulation (the phonological structure of the
initial syllable, together with the relevant prosodies of the word,












f Alveolar friction (J) (fS)
Absence of consonant articula- j Absence of consonant articula-
tion I tion (sS)
Labial plosive Absence of consonant articula-
tion
y
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Absence of consonant articula-"








































- ^ - ^ - I ) (y2wSVK)



































One or two instances have been recorded in oW of a phonetic exponent of
-D other than velar nasality, i.e. labial nasality, e.g. timbaje
II. MEDIAL AND FINAL SYLLABLES
The phonematic systems of these syllables are stated below.
Considerations of space have made it necessary to conclude Part II at this
point. The three further sections referred to in the introduction to Part II
are published, as a third and final part, in the following issue. They comprise :—
QW : I. EXPONENTS OF ' a ' ; II. PROSODIC AND PHONEMATIC SYSTEMS
MEDIAL AND FINAL SYLLABLES : „ „ „
PROSODIC SYSTEM OF THE SYLLABLE FINAL AND ASPECT.
